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Lovers of spicy peppers as well as the demand for more uses for those hot vegetables are

what brought about the creation of hot sauce. Interestingly, Great Britain’s Lea & Perrins

Worcestershire Sauce was first imported into the U.S. via the Port of New York in 1849. That

same year has come to be known as a landmark year in the history of hot sauce, as that is

when many hot sauce aficionados contend that Colonel Maunsell White (an eminent Louisiana

legislator and banker) brought chili pepper seeds from Mexico to his home, Deer Range

Plantation in New Orleans. He raised the first chronicled chili pepper crop in the United States,

and wound up inventing the world's first Tabasco hot sauce. Colonel White believed his pepper

seeds brought tremendous benefit to his neighbors and the community, and gifted some seeds

to several people, among them, his friend Edmund McIlhenny.The common ingredient of hot

sauces is chili peppers. There are numerous recipes for hot sauces, but all of them include the

chili pepper as their main ingredient. Other places you may discover chili peppers in the recipe

include certain forms of vinegar, beer, oil, water, alcohol, and even fruits and vegetables. Most

American hot sauces are comprised of a base of chili peppers, salt and vinegar. Certain hot

sauces are part of the mix used in the preparation of wines and some juices.
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HISTORY Lovers of spicy peppers as well as the demand for more uses for those hot

vegetables are what brought about the creation of hot sauce. Willing, creative culinary souls

who understood their own cravings and the needs of other pepper fans began making various

types of hot sauce from different variations of peppers. As they found ways to satisfy their own

spicy requirements, word spread like wildfire (or like hot sauce, if you prefer) and in the

process, these products captured the world at large. Some science journals have presented

evidence that chili peppers have flourished on the earth for around 100,000 years, and that

they were most likely among some of the earliest cultivated plants. The Bahamas and The

Andes areas have long used chili peppers in their cooking (for over 6,000 years, it’s estimated),

and undoubtedly those indigenous folks came up with a few undocumented hot sauces during

that time. The premier commercially produced bottles of cayenne sauce came out of

Massachusetts in 1807. Most of the information on that early New England hot sauce only

remains through archived newspaper ads. Hot sauce historians have actually gathered a lot of

information from labels on hot sauce bottles that were housed in private collections of families

and chefs. If you want to learn more about hot sauce history, ads obtained from city directories

& newspapers are some other resources you may wish to tap. Although the background

information is somewhat sparse, it clearly points to a rich & varied hot sauce

history. Interestingly, Great Britain’s Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce was first imported into

the U.S. via the Port of New York in 1849. That same year has come to be known as a

landmark year in the history of hot sauce, as that is when many hot sauce aficionados contend

that Colonel Maunsell White (an eminent Louisiana legislator and banker) brought chili pepper

seeds from Mexico to his home, Deer Range Plantation in New Orleans. He raised the first

chronicled chili pepper crop in the United States, and wound up inventing the world's first

Tabasco hot sauce. Colonel White believed his pepper seeds brought tremendous benefit to

his neighbors and the community, and gifted some seeds to several people, among them, his

friend Edmund McIlhenny. McIlhenny became a pepper enthusiast himself, and grew a

significant crop of peppers on his Avery Island plantation in Louisiana. He began to explore the

creation of hot sauce himself, and was gearing up to start production when the Civil War

struck, and by 1863 that awful war between the states was the impetus for the McIlhenny

family’s relocation to San Antonio, Texas. When McIlhenny and his family were able to return

home to Avery Island in 1868, he found that his pepper plants were flourishing. In short order,

he whipped up a large batch of pepper sauce and reportedly sent out 350 bottles as samples



to a select group of wholesalers. As the story goes, selling for $1.00 per bottle, in just a few

short weeks, McIlhenny had orders for thousands of bottles of his hot sauce. Tabasco quickly

became synonymous with Louisiana, and McIlhenny obtained a patent on it in 1870.

Interestingly, however, Tabasco was not trademarked until 1906. The success of McIlhenny’s

Tabasco sauce opened the floodgates for experimentation with different flavor

combinations. There are other examples of U.S. commercial hot sauce production during that

same period of the late 19th century. During the two decades between 1850 and 1870, New

York based J. McCollick & Co. was producing and marketing “Bird Pepper Sauce,” (most

probably made from white peppers called “chiltepins” or more commonly “bird peppers). In

1877, William Railton of Chicago (who owned a preserving company) ran the first instance of

an advertisement which touted the medicinal properties of hot sauce – he called his brand

“Chilly Sauce.” Railton’s ads claimed his table sauce was not only suitable for family dining -

adding great flavor to food and should therefore be kept on the table - but also that hot sauce

was good for promoting physical health. As late 19th century medicinal discoveries were

growing by leaps and bounds and public interest in them was following suit, Railton went on to

confidently claim that his sauce relieved indigestion and cured dyspepsia. As a result of his

advertising claims, the sauce came to be highly recommended by physicians of that day. The

common ingredient of hot sauces is chili peppers. There are numerous recipes for hot sauces,

but all of them include the chili pepper as their main ingredient. Other places you may discover

chili peppers in the recipe include certain forms of vinegar, beer, oil, water, alcohol, and even

fruits and vegetables. Most American hot sauces are comprised of a base of chili peppers, salt

and vinegar. Certain hot sauces are part of the mix used in the preparation of wines and some

juices. A lot of what is known about American hot sauces comes from bottle collectors. In the

19th century, Betty Zumwalt and friends catalogued hot sauce bottles which were retrieved

from the remains of a shipwreck and an archeological dig. Most city records, including

newspapers in this case, advertised hot sauces. There are few other information centers from

which the sources of early hot sauce can be found. This is largely due to the fact that these

pioneers in the field of hot sauces were probably homemade, and the recipes undocumented.

Undoubtedly, though, they were pretty similar to what is now commonly included in American

hot sauce recipes. In the early 19th century, several hot sauce producing companies sprang

up, creating sauces that blended a variety of spices. They yielded spicy, hot, full-flavored

sauces which had been passed down through family trees for hundreds of years, and from a

number of different countries and cultures. Today, all over the U.S., leading manufacturers of

hot sauce products are getting stiff competition from smaller companies which are seem to be

popping up faster than a healthy crop of chili peppers. According to New Product News,

Americans have now embraced spicier foods more than ever. Things are definitely heating up

in the competitive hot sauce market. However, they’ve been around since humans first realized

that they can eat chili peppers. Much of what’s been documented about hot sauce has been

learned from bottles and labels recovered from archaeological digs and shipwreck remains,

according to Crossing Press’s Hot Sauce Bible printed in 1996. We’ve had a long, torrid and

spicy love affair with sauces in United States. Not surprisingly, given Colonel White’s Louisiana

launch of and seal of approval to hot sauce, many early homegrown sauces in the U.S.

originated in South. Cajun cuisine & other fiery foods fueled the drive and demand for more hot

sauce. The first mass-produced domestic sauce was McIlhenny’s Tabasco Pepper Sauce,

which, as mentioned earlier, appeared in the marketplace in 1868, and is still manufactured

today. According to the McIlhenny "family lore," Tabasco sauce pioneer Edmund bottled those

first versions of the sauce in recycled bottles. The McIlhenny Company actually trademarked



"Tabasco" in 1906. However, “Tabasco” also refers to a geographic & political area of Mexico,

which is where Tabasco peppers have been said to originate. Same sauces will note that they

are actually made with Tabasco peppers, however due to the trademark; they are more usually

just generically called "hot sauce." Additionally, McIlhenny Company is very proud of its

heritage; they even opened a museum in New Orleans in 2006. McIlhenny's success spawned

a raft of imitators – many of which arose in roaring 1920s, including Trappey's Hot Sauce

(made by Trappey, an ex-McIlhenny employee). Trappey’s is still around today, and makes use

of many other peppers in addition to red chili peppers; some of Trappey’s varieties include

cherry peppers, banana peppers, torrido peppers and more. They even offer cocktail okra,

flavored with peppers! Louisiana Crystal Hot Sauce is manufactured by Baumer Foods, who

also produce steak sauce, teriyaki wing sauce, soy sauce and more. Frank's Redhot Pepper

Sauce first appeared in 1920 and offers many varieties of sauce, including Sweet Chili, Wings,

Thick, Extra Hot and others. Frank’s was purchased by Durkee Foods in 1977, which in turn

was bought by Reckitt Benckiser in 1996. Frank’s is manufactured in Springfield, Missouri.
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spicy peppers as well as the demand for more uses for those hot vegetables are what brought

about the creation of hot sauce. Willing, creative culinary souls who understood their own

cravings and the needs of other pepper fans began making various types of hot sauce from

different variations of peppers. As they found ways to satisfy their own spicy requirements,

word spread like wildfire (or like hot sauce, if you prefer) and in the process, these products

captured the world at large. Some science journals have presented evidence that chili peppers

have flourished on the earth for around 100,000 years, and that they were most likely among

some of the earliest cultivated plants. The Bahamas and The Andes areas have long used chili

peppers in their cooking (for over 6,000 years, it’s estimated), and undoubtedly those

indigenous folks came up with a few undocumented hot sauces during that time. The premier

commercially produced bottles of cayenne sauce came out of Massachusetts in 1807. Most of

the information on that early New England hot sauce only remains through archived

newspaper ads. Hot sauce historians have actually gathered a lot of information from labels on

hot sauce bottles that were housed in private collections of families and chefs. If you want to

learn more about hot sauce history, ads obtained from city directories & newspapers are some

other resources you may wish to tap. Although the background information is somewhat

sparse, it clearly points to a rich & varied hot sauce history. Interestingly, Great Britain’s Lea &

Perrins Worcestershire Sauce was first imported into the U.S. via the Port of New York in 1849.

That same year has come to be known as a landmark year in the history of hot sauce, as that



is when many hot sauce aficionados contend that Colonel Maunsell White (an eminent

Louisiana legislator and banker) brought chili pepper seeds from Mexico to his home, Deer

Range Plantation in New Orleans. He raised the first chronicled chili pepper crop in the United

States, and wound up inventing the world's first Tabasco hot sauce. Colonel White believed his

pepper seeds brought tremendous benefit to his neighbors and the community, and gifted

some seeds to several people, among them, his friend Edmund McIlhenny. McIlhenny became

a pepper enthusiast himself, and grew a significant crop of peppers on his Avery Island

plantation in Louisiana. He began to explore the creation of hot sauce himself, and was gearing

up to start production when the Civil War struck, and by 1863 that awful war between the

states was the impetus for the McIlhenny family’s relocation to San Antonio, Texas. When

McIlhenny and his family were able to return home to Avery Island in 1868, he found that his

pepper plants were flourishing. In short order, he whipped up a large batch of pepper sauce

and reportedly sent out 350 bottles as samples to a select group of wholesalers. As the story

goes, selling for $1.00 per bottle, in just a few short weeks, McIlhenny had orders for

thousands of bottles of his hot sauce. Tabasco quickly became synonymous with Louisiana,

and McIlhenny obtained a patent on it in 1870. Interestingly, however, Tabasco was not

trademarked until 1906. The success of McIlhenny’s Tabasco sauce opened the floodgates for

experimentation with different flavor combinations. There are other examples of U.S.

commercial hot sauce production during that same period of the late 19th century. During the

two decades between 1850 and 1870, New York based J. McCollick & Co. was producing and

marketing “Bird Pepper Sauce,” (most probably made from white peppers called “chiltepins” or

more commonly “bird peppers). In 1877, William Railton of Chicago (who owned a preserving

company) ran the first instance of an advertisement which touted the medicinal properties of

hot sauce – he called his brand “Chilly Sauce.” Railton’s ads claimed his table sauce was not

only suitable for family dining - adding great flavor to food and should therefore be kept on the

table - but also that hot sauce was good for promoting physical health. As late 19th century

medicinal discoveries were growing by leaps and bounds and public interest in them was

following suit, Railton went on to confidently claim that his sauce relieved indigestion and cured

dyspepsia. As a result of his advertising claims, the sauce came to be highly recommended by

physicians of that day. The common ingredient of hot sauces is chili peppers. There are

numerous recipes for hot sauces, but all of them include the chili pepper as their main

ingredient. Other places you may discover chili peppers in the recipe include certain forms of

vinegar, beer, oil, water, alcohol, and even fruits and vegetables. Most American hot sauces

are comprised of a base of chili peppers, salt and vinegar. Certain hot sauces are part of the

mix used in the preparation of wines and some juices. A lot of what is known about American

hot sauces comes from bottle collectors. In the 19th century, Betty Zumwalt and friends

catalogued hot sauce bottles which were retrieved from the remains of a shipwreck and an

archeological dig. Most city records, including newspapers in this case, advertised hot sauces.

There are few other information centers from which the sources of early hot sauce can be

found. This is largely due to the fact that these pioneers in the field of hot sauces were

probably homemade, and the recipes undocumented. Undoubtedly, though, they were pretty

similar to what is now commonly included in American hot sauce recipes. In the early 19th

century, several hot sauce producing companies sprang up, creating sauces that blended a

variety of spices. They yielded spicy, hot, full-flavored sauces which had been passed down

through family trees for hundreds of years, and from a number of different countries and

cultures. Today, all over the U.S., leading manufacturers of hot sauce products are getting stiff

competition from smaller companies which are seem to be popping up faster than a healthy



crop of chili peppers. According to New Product News, Americans have now embraced spicier

foods more than ever. Things are definitely heating up in the competitive hot sauce market.

However, they’ve been around since humans first realized that they can eat chili peppers. Much

of what’s been documented about hot sauce has been learned from bottles and labels

recovered from archaeological digs and shipwreck remains, according to Crossing Press’s Hot

Sauce Bible printed in 1996. We’ve had a long, torrid and spicy love affair with sauces in United

States. Not surprisingly, given Colonel White’s Louisiana launch of and seal of approval to hot

sauce, many early homegrown sauces in the U.S. originated in South. Cajun cuisine & other

fiery foods fueled the drive and demand for more hot sauce. The first mass-produced domestic

sauce was McIlhenny’s Tabasco Pepper Sauce, which, as mentioned earlier, appeared in the

marketplace in 1868, and is still manufactured today. According to the McIlhenny "family lore,"

Tabasco sauce pioneer Edmund bottled those first versions of the sauce in recycled bottles.

The McIlhenny Company actually trademarked "Tabasco" in 1906. However, “Tabasco” also

refers to a geographic & political area of Mexico, which is where Tabasco peppers have been

said to originate. Same sauces will note that they are actually made with Tabasco peppers,

however due to the trademark; they are more usually just generically called "hot

sauce." Additionally, McIlhenny Company is very proud of its heritage; they even opened a

museum in New Orleans in 2006. McIlhenny's success spawned a raft of imitators – many of

which arose in roaring 1920s, including Trappey's Hot Sauce (made by Trappey, an ex-

McIlhenny employee). Trappey’s is still around today, and makes use of many other peppers in

addition to red chili peppers; some of Trappey’s varieties include cherry peppers, banana

peppers, torrido peppers and more. They even offer cocktail okra, flavored with

peppers! Louisiana Crystal Hot Sauce is manufactured by Baumer Foods, who also produce

steak sauce, teriyaki wing sauce, soy sauce and more. Frank's Redhot Pepper Sauce first

appeared in 1920 and offers many varieties of sauce, including Sweet Chili, Wings, Thick,

Extra Hot and others. Frank’s was purchased by Durkee Foods in 1977, which in turn was

bought by Reckitt Benckiser in 1996. Frank’s is manufactured in Springfield, Missouri.
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